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Abstract. This paper focuses on the situation of public property and public ownership in the current Iranian Constitution, 
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Introduction. In essence, the theme of the Constitution varies from country to country on the basis of their principles. 

However, written constitutions must be very normative and intelligible because they include most significant binding 

principles which are observed, more or less, in the actual operations of the political system. However, principle 45 of the 

Iranian constitution1 has not followed such standard. This principle has determined some properties and items which must 

be at the disposal of the Islamic State to utilize in accordance with the public interest. The principle states: 

“ Anfal and public wealth, such as dead or abandoned land, mines, seas, lakes, rivers and other public waterways, 

mountains, valleys, forests, marshlands, natural thicket, unenclosed pastures, legacy without heir, property of unknown 

ownership, and public property recovered from usurpers, shall be at the disposal of the Islamic State to utilize in accordance 

with the public interest. Law will specify detailed procedures for the utilization of the forgoing items”. 

The founders of the constitution have tried, in this principle, to support public properties and resources as well as respect the 

fundamental principles of Islamic sharia at a high level. However, there are some ambiguities and misunderstandings of the 

words and terms employed in this principle that move the principle far from a clear explication of specific principles. 

This article tries to collect the description of this principle from various views and reveals legal challenges which based on 

all these different sources. The paper also tries to explain such Islamic terms and sentences in the principle 45 of the Iranian 

constitution which have brought about some legal challenges and ambiguities in the principle. 

Islam is a source of Iran Constitution. Many Muslim countries have adopted Islam as the main source of their 

constitutions. Some of them such as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Yemen, and the United Arab Emirates, have adopted 

Islamic law (Sharia) as a primary source for legislation. Some other Islamic countries have gone a step further and provided 

a deterrent clause in their constitution according which no law can be enacted in contrast with Islam. For instance, in 

Pakistan, it is constitutionally forbidden to enact legislation that is antithetical to Islam.2 The Afghan Constitution similarly 

demands that “no law can be contrary to the beliefs and provisions of the sacred religion of Islam”.3 

Iranian constitution has also adopted its provisions consistent with Islamic law and there is an impact of “Sharia guarantee 

clause” in principle 4 of the constitution.4 This is indeed a principle with a long pedigree in Islamic political thought. 

According to the Principle 4 of the Iranian constitution 1979: 

“All laws and regulations pertaining to civil, penal, financial, economic, administrative, cultural, military, political and other 

spheres must be based on Islamic criteria. This article governs absolutely and generally all articles of the Constitution, as 

.well as all other laws and regulations, and the duty to ascertain this matter devolve on the jurists of the Guardian Council” 

Therefore the founders of the Iranian constitution, have employed many Islamic terms or sentences that are related to 

Islamic concepts, in order to reconcile the constitution with the Islamic standards. Some of such terms carry broad 

interpretation and need to be clarified. 

Principle 45 of the constitution is one of principles in which there are some of Islamic concepts and sentences that are mixed 

with other legal notions and have brought about some legal challenges and ambiguities in the principle. We now look at 

such terms closer. 
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Anfal 

Anfal is an Arabic and Islamic word. It refers to a type of property derived from a concept in the Holy Quran that says: 
5
 

 
They ask thee (oh Muhammad) of the spoils of war. 

 
  

 
                 

Say: The spoils of war belong to Allah and the 

messenger, so keep your duty to Allah, and adjust the 

                     

matter of your difference, and obey Allah and His                      

messenger, if you are (true) believers                      

 

The said verse in the Quran has not defined the meaning of Anfal and it only refers to the owner of Anfal who is 

Allah and the messenger. Most Islamic commentators believe that Anfal has a specific as well  as a general meaning.  Anfal, 

in its specific meaning, means spoils of war and there are different views regarding its general meaning.6 As a whole, most 

Islamic writers believe that Anfal includes some types of properties as follows: 

 Spoils of war 

 All properties obtained without war 

 Each property which is selected by Imam7 

 Any specific property which belong to kings and obtained by Islam through wars or other means 

 Any gift from people to Imam 

 Properties of unknown ownership 

 Legacy without heir 

 Dead lands (Mawat lands) 

 Mountains and valleys 

 Mines 

 Forests, marshlands, natural thicket and unenclosed pastures 

 Rivers and water channels 

 Seas and lakes 

Although there could be many examples of such properties there is a similar criterion among all of them, i.e. “there is no 

specific owner” for such properties.8 

Such property does not belong to anyone. They are indeed ownerless. They do not even belong the Imam who is the leader 

of an Islamic community; rather, it is at the disposal of him to utilize it in accordance with the public interests. 

 

Relationship between Anfal and two Latin maxims Res communis and Res nullious 

It seems that what the Iranian legislator has in mind and enacted in the principle 45 as Anfal may be close to the 

Latin terms res communis and res nullius. 

Res communis and res nullius are indeed the two legal maxims which are derived from Roman private law and mostly 

discussed in property law system and have significant effects in the laws related to seas, space and many natural resources. 

Res communis has a positive meaning i.e. something which is property of all and can be owned or being used commonly by 

all, like seas, underground water, rain water, air and many other natural resources. The concept of res communis also 

includes biological elements like fish and aquatic animals in the seas, plants in seas and rivers and many others. These 

things may not be object of private rights. In the modern concepts of law, res communis also includes public domain and 

common heritage of mankind and plays a significant role in developing some branches of law such as maritime law, space 

law, law of seas, rules of usage of the continent Antarctica.9 

Res nullius, on the other hand, is also a Latin term derived from Roman law which means any object which is an ownerless 

property and is usually free to be owned. Some examples of res nullius are wild animals or abandoned property, a thing 

which is completely lost or abandoned is also res nullius and belonged to the first taker. 

We see that the difference between res communis and res nullius is taking possession of the property. Both res communis 

and res nullious are ownerless. However, property of res communis is not capable of being possessed and owned by private 

rights while property of res nullius are capable of being possessed and owned by private persons. 
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As mentioned the concept of Anfal is close to both concepts of res communis and res nullious; i.e. properties of Anfal are 

principally ownerless and at the disposal of Imam, (or I say at the supervision of Imam) and some of Anfal properties may, 

based on some conditions and circumstances, be legally assigned to private persons. 

Public wealth and public property. The Iranian legislator has used the term “public wealth” in the principle 45 of the 

Constitution alongside the term Anfal. There may be a question as to why the legislator has used the term “public wealth” 

instead of public property. Is there a real distinction between public property and public wealth, or are these two terms 

interchangeable? 

It seems that public wealth has a wider meaning than public property. It includes all things in a country that may be 
considered property as well as the things that do not belong to the narrower concept of property. As Katouzian notes: 
A property has two basic elements: 

1- It must be useful and secure a need, whether material or immaterial; 

2- It can be dedicated to a determined nation or person. 

Things such as the high seas, air and the sun are the most necessary instruments for a human’s life; however, since nobody 

can claim them for his or her exclusive ownership, they cannot be considered property.
10

 

This quotation appears to confuse the well-known possibility that “property” may denote the thing or the right. It is quite 

possible to have a thing (an item of property) that is not owned (not subject to a right of property). The water in the sea 

could be an example. 

However, if one accepts the quotation at face value, the concept of “wealth” can be argued to denote a wider 

concept. We may generally define wealth as anything of value and abundance of items of economic value. It is not a static 

concept and it may vary in different contexts. Wealth involves different items of property such as money, real estate, and 

intellectual property. There is a relationship between wealth and property upon which we may say that “every property is a 

wealth but not every wealth is a property”. 

It seems that the Iranian legislator has intended the use of the term of public wealth to cover all things and items 

that would be useful for the next generations. The examples of Anfal and public wealth indicate that the intention of the 

legislator is to cover all properties or things that can be considered as property. 

6. Properties which are capable of being Mobahaat 

According to principle 45 of the Iranian Constitution, dead or abandoned land, mines, seas, lakes, rivers and other public 

waterways, mountains, valleys, forests, marshlands, natural thicket and unenclosed pastures are properties that are basically 

public and are at the disposal of the State. 

Such properties, in Islamic terminology, are indeed capable of being turned into Mobahaat. 

Mobahaat is an Islamic legal term for property that has no private owner, but it can be open to ownership or use by an 

individual or individuals in accordance with laws. The Iranian Civil Code states in this regard:
11

 

“The properties that are not privately owned, and which individuals in accordance with regulations contained in this law and 

the special laws dealing with each particular category are allowed to take into their possession and exploit, shall be termed 

Mobahaat. Under this heading shall come dead lands, that is to say, lands that have fallen into disuse and on which are 

neither habitations nor cultivation”. 

Mobahaat is indeed a property that is ownerless, but it can be legally acquired by the person who first takes 

possession of it, regardless of any deeds providing for ownership. Indeed, this acquisition is considered as a step to obtain 

the right of ownership, and therefore it may be done without existing titles of any sort. This means that this right (or more 

properly, this freedom) to acquire Mobahaat is a public right in that it is freely available to the whole of the public. Of 

course, once they have exercised this freedom, the possessor or possessors must apply some laws in order to prove their 

rights. Presumably, in the simplest case, this can be done by proving two things, first that the item in question has been 

Mobahaat and, second, the fact of occupation or actual possession by the person claiming title. 

This procedure has been anticipated in the Constitution, which says in the last paragraph of principle 45: “Law will specify 

detailed procedures for the utilization of each of the foregoing items”. 

Therefore, we may conclude that the relationship between Mobahaat and public property is that every Mobahaat is 

public property but every public property is not Mobahaat. 

Also we may reach to this conclusion that Mobahaat is close to the Latin maxim res nullious because both terms refer to 

properties which are capable of being possessed and owned by private persons. 

7. Legacy without heir 

Legacy without heir is another type of property which has been mentioned in the principle 45 of the Iranian constitution. As 
mentioned above, this term is a property of Anfal. This type of property is at the disposal of the Islamic State to utilize it in 
13

:accordance with the public interest.
12

 This issue has also been mentioned in the Iranian Civil Code, which states 
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“If there is no heir, the judge will make dispositions concerning the estate”. 

Therefore, if there is a case in which the estate of the deceased is without a traceable heir, the judge, according to 

the said article, will have to issue the decree for transferring of the legacy to the State. 

This article is capable of criticize. Because sometimes after the death of a deceased there is no heir but there is a beneficiary 

who can take the estate of the deceased. 

There is a point, of course, relating to distinction between an heir and beneficiary in the Islamic legal system and western 

legal system. This requires to be more examined. 

Two things, basically, give rise to inheritance including blood relationship and marriage relationship and an heir is 

potentially entitled to money or property after someone dies. Two examples of an heir are a child (blood relationship) and 

spouse (marriage relationship). Laws in each country legal system outline the exact order by which heirs inherit property. 

On the other hand, a beneficiary is a person or organization who receives money or property because someone specifically 

has mentioned such a person or organization in his Will or trust. Beneficiaries can include charities, places of worship or a 

decedent’s close friend. 

However, there is a distinction between Islamic legal system and other legal systems regarding the eligibility of beneficiary. 

Basically, in Islamic legal system, the legacies of the deceased will be valid only to one third of the estate and more than 

such amount needs the permission of the heirs. As a result, a beneficiary, in Islamic legal system, may not take more than 

one third of the estate of the deceased. The point has been mentioned in the Iranian Civil Code which states: 

 

“The testamentary disposition of more than one - third of the estate is not valid………”14 

As it was criticized the article 866 of the Iranian Civil Code has not mentioned of the right of beneficiary while the duty to 

act upon a testament of the deceased has been many times emphasized in the holy Quran.15 

So, in the case that there is beneficiary but no heir, the beneficiary can only take one third of the estate of the deceased and 

the rest will be considered as legacy without heir which is indeed a property of Anfal and it is assigned to the Islamic State. 

There is duration of ten years in the law of non-litigious matters to determine whether there is any heir or not. The said law 

provides: 

 

“If, within ten years from the date of counting the estate of the deceased, the heir of the deceased is determined, the estate of 

the deceased will be left to him, and after the said time, it will be handed over to the treasury of the government, and any 

claim of right to the estate of the deceased will not be accepted.”16 

The said law is again capable of similar criticize because there is no mention of the situation of the beneficiary in it. So one 

may imagine the situation in which there is no heir for the deceased but a beneficiary can prove his/her rights within ten 

years. It is not fair to the beneficiary that cannot obtain his/her rights by proving the existence of the deceased’s testament 

and it is no justification for the legislator to ignore this right. So it seems both articles 866 of the Iran Civil Code and article 

335 of Iran non-litigious matters need to be reviewed and amended. 

We may also arrive to this right conclusion that the terminology “ legacy without heir” used in the Principle 45 of the Iran 

Constitution needs to be revised and amended to “ legacy without heir and beneficiary”. 

 

7.1. The nature of the State to possess legacy without heir and payment taxes 

There may be a question that how the right of the State is? Is a State an heir or it is a beneficiary. 

The State indeed acts on behalf of the society and for the public interests and therefore the State is not a real heir. In the 

principle 45 of the Iranian constitution, the State is not introduced as an heir; rather the State must act like a trustee and 

utilize it in accordance with the public interests. So, such a right is a sovereign right because the State acts on behalf of the 

society and for the public interests. 

However, some organizations of the State may also be selected as a beneficiary in a will where a bequest has been left to it. 

In such cases some inheritance taxes must be paid to the State Treasury.17 

One may assume another case in which some estate of the deceased has been left to an organization of the State (as 

beneficiary) in the deceased’s will and the rest of it has no heir. In such a case, that organization must pay the inheritance 

tax to the State Treasury and the rest of it will be transferred to the State according to principle 45 of the Iran Constitution. 

We may draw the following table to clarify the issue. 
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Inheritance 

When there is beneficiary in the will of the deceased When there is no beneficiary 

Beneficiary takes one third of the inheritance and the  

rest will be transferred to the State. The beneficiary must 

pay   the   inheritance   tax   even    if   it   is  government 

organization 

Inheritance will be transferred to the State as a whole 

 

Situations where legacy with no heir occurs 

There are some situations in which legacy without heir may occur. 

1- Someone dies and has no heir, (no child, no brother, no sister, no parents or no spouse etc.). 

2- Murder is an obstacle to succession. A person convicted of an intentional killing cannot inherit from his victim, which is 

based on the obvious equitable principle that a killer should not profit from his crime. This is what is recognized in common 

law as “the slayer rule”.18 

In Islam, all schools of Islamic law indeed accept the general principle that a killer does not inherit from his victim, since it 

might encourage the murderer.19 Therefore, if a person who is the only heir has killed the deceased intentionally, he or she 

will be prevented from taking any inheritance from the deceased and the legacy would be with no heir.
20

 It is worthy of note 

that the killing must be done intentionally, and killing unintentionally, such as killing through neglect or in an accident, is 

not a murder.
21

 Therefore, the one who commits involuntary manslaughter may take inheritance after the payment of the 

deceased’s blood money (Diyye) to other heirs who are entitled to it. The view has recently been confirmed in a judgment 

issued by the court of appeal.22 Also, if the intentional killing of the deceased has been performed by process of law, or for 

justified defence, murder would not be accounted as a deterrent of taking inheritance.
23

 It is worth mentioning that depriving 

from inheritance is an exception and cannot be expanded to other cases. 

3- An unbeliever in God and his messenger (Mohammad, prophet of Islam) who is known in Islamic terms as Kafer, cannot 

take an inheritance from a Muslim. Also, if there is a Muslim among the heirs of a deceased unbeliever, other unbelieving 

heirs do not take inheritance even if they are prior to the Muslim as concerns class and degree.
24

 Some points here may be 

considered. 

(a) The above rules generally apply to all individual legacies as well as the entire inheritance. 

(b) There is no bar in law to the giving of a lifetime gift to a Christian or Jewish person by a Muslim, and the donee shall 

possess it absolutely, or return it if the Muslim donor should survive. 

(c) A corporation may be regarded as the beneficiary of the legacy if it is mentioned in the will. Indeed, there is a possibility 

to transfer one third of the estate (if other heirs exist) to any legal person in the will, regardless of their religion. 

(d) If there is only one heir who is an unbeliever, he or she will not take the inheritance and therefore the legacy would be 

accounted without an heir and it would be at the disposal of the Islamic State as public property. 

(e) If the heir who is an unbeliever in God becomes Muslim after the death of the deceased, and before the division of the 

inheritance, then he or she would be entitled to possess and own the inheritance. However, such an heir would have no right 

to the inheritance after the division of the inheritance.
25

 Also, if the heir becomes a Muslim after the inheritance has been set 

at the disposal of the Islamic State, some Islamic jurists believe that the legacy of the deceased must be given back to the 

new Muslim heir.
26

 In contrast, some other Islamic jurists believe that if the heir becomes a Muslim before the inheritance 

has been set at the disposal of the Islamic State, then the new Muslim heir would be entitled to the legacy of the deceased. 

However, if this event occurs after the dominance of the Islamic State over the inheritance, then there would be no right for 

the new Muslim heir to recover the legacy.
27
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Article 881 of the Iranian Civil Code, which deprives non-Muslim heirs from the inheritance when there is a 

Muslim  among  the  heirs,  could  be  criticized.  It  seems  this  article  is  in  contrast  with  some  principles  of  the Iranian 

Constitution. One of these principles states:
28

 

“All  the people  of Iran, regardless of  ethnic group or  tribe,  enjoy equal  rights;  colour, race,  language and the like do not 

” .bestow any privilege 

"Another principle of the Iranian Constitution states:
29

 

“Zoroastrians, Jews, and Christians among Iranians are the only recognized religious minorities and they are free to perform 

their religious rites and ceremonies within the framework of law and to act in accordance with their own canon in matters of 

”.personal law and religious education 
Also another principle of the Iranian Constitution states

30
: 

.The investigation of the beliefs of persons is forbidden, and no one may be molested or prosecuted for holding a belief 

Since Zoroastrians, Jews and Christians are recognized in the Constitution, article 881 of the Civil Code could be  

considered as discrimination toward religious minorities. Therefore, it is crucial to add a note to this article to ensure that 

religious minorities can inherit equally. 

4- An illegitimate child, who also known in Islamic Sharia law as Valad-Al Zena, does not take inheritance from father and 

mother unless it is stated in the will (for one third of the estate).
31

 Indeed, such a child may obtain all other rights from the 

mother other than inheritance and there is a general consensus among Islamic jurists regarding to this point. Therefore, if 

there is an estate of a deceased with an illegitimate child, it would be presumed that the estate is intestate and thus such 

property would be at the disposal of the State as public property.
32

 

From comparative law view, it seems that the importance of legitimacy has decreased considerably in Western countries. 

Under English Law, The Family Law Reform Act 1969 (c. 46) allowed a bastard to inherit on the intestacy of his parents. In 

Canon and in Civil law, the offspring of putative marriages have also been considered legitimate. Since 2003 in England  

and Wales, 2002 in Northern Ireland and 2006 in Scotland, an unmarried father has parental responsibility if he is listed on 

the birth certificate.33 

5- In the circumstance where no heir exists other than the wife or husband, the husband takes all inheritance of the deceased 

wife. In contrast, in such circumstances, the wife does not take all inheritance of the deceased husband; rather, she would 

only take her definite share of inheritance, meaning one fourth of it.
34

 Obviously, in such a case, the estate of the deceased 

would be the subject of legacy with no heir and at the disposal of the State and considered as public property. Of course, the 

husband can give away his property to his wife during his lifetime if he wishes to, and therefore avoid ceding his property to 

the State. 

8. Property of unknown ownership 
Property of unknown ownership is another type of property which according to the principle 45 of the Iranian Constitution 
must be at the disposal of the Islamic State. This property may be experienced where the ownership of a property is 

uncertain. 

8.1. Property of unknown ownership in common law 

Under common law, there are three classification of property whose ownership is in doubt and each classification carries its 

own responsibilities. The classifications of unknown ownership property are: mislaid property, lost property  and abandoned 

property.                                                                                                                                                                  

Mislaid property is property that usually has been put aside by the right owner and then has been forgotten to be picked up 

again. This usually occurs in public places such as hotels and restaurants and stores where customers may forget to take 

their goods. Therefore, it is sometimes called forgotten property.35 

Lost property is a property that generally is found in a place where the right owner probably did not intend to set it down, 

and where it is not likely to be found by the true owner. In Common Law jurisdictions, “the finder of lost property has the 

right to possession as against the entire world but the true owner”.36 As a corollary to this exception recognised in some 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/England_and_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/England_and_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northern_Ireland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scotland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parental_responsibility_(access_and_custody)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birth_certificate
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Common Law jurisdictions, a landowner has a superior claim over a find made within the non-public areas of his property, 

so if a customer finds lost property in the public area of a store, the customer has superior claim to the lost property over 

that of the store-owner, but if the customer finds the lost property in the non-public area of that store, such as an area 

marked “Employees Only”, the store-owner will have superior claim, as the customer was trespassing when he found it.37  

A property is abandoned when the owner abandons it and has no intention to return and reclaim it. Of course, it may be 

difficult to determine when a property has been abandoned and not just misplaced or lost. Under common law, a finder has 

no obligation to take care of abandoned property and protect of it. In addition, the finder of abandoned property is not 

required to seek out its true owner. Many items and goods which are abandoned in hotels are examples of this type of 

property. 

Property of unknown ownership in Islamic law and Iranian Civil Code 

Under Islamic law, property of unknown ownership is called “Luqatah” which refers to anything that is found and 

picked up from the ground. An Islamic writer has defined “Loghateh” in his book as follows: “Loghateh is any lost thing 

that has been found with no owner”.
38

 In order for a property to be regarded as Loghateh some conditions must be met, 

including:
39

 

1- Loghateh can only be a moveable property because immoveable property such as land cannot be lost; rather, 

land can only be abandoned. 

2- The property must have been owned by someone. Therefore, property that had no prior owner may not be 

accounted as a “found” object. 

3- The prior owner must have lost it. Therefore, stolen property or property that has intentionally been left in a 

place by the owner may not be accounted as a “found” object. 

4- Such property must be found with no owner at the time of finding property, meaning that if a property is lost by 
its owner but another person possesses it, it may not be accounted as found property. 

5- It must not be certain that the owner has abandoned the property, because if this is the case, it can be accounted 

as Mobahaat. 

Found objects may be divided into several groups: 

(a) According to Islamic Sharia law, articles that cost less than one Dirham
40

 are deemed “allowed” properties and 

belong to their possessor; i.e. the possessor can own the property without any advertisement or other proceedings.
41

 This is a 

sensible de minimis exception allowed for practicality sake. 

(b) Articles more than one Dirham. In this case, if someone finds such a property, he must issue a notice 

appropriately for one year, and if after one year its owner does not appear, the finder can possess it. However, if its owner 

does appear, the finder must deliver such property to its owner and if the finder loses it, he or she would need to deliver a 

similar item or to pay for its cost.
42

 

It does not seem reasonable that the Iranian legislator admits the currency of other countries as the scale to assess 
the value of lost goods. Moreover, this seems to be a difficult duty for the finder to calculate the value of the lost property 

according to a foreign currency. It is also hard for the finder to issue notification for one year in order to notify others of a 

lost property. 

A notice of the finding of an object consists in publishing and advertising according to religious requirements in 

such a way that the finding of the object is brought to the notice of the inhabitants of a place in a customary way. But if 

someone finds an object in a deserted or ruined place, which is uninhabited and which is not privately owned, he can take 

possession of such property and need not announce it.
43

 

If someone finds an object on another’s property or on property that has been bought from another and presumes 

that the article belongs to the proprietor or the former proprietors, he must inform them. If these proprietors claim the object 

and if there is some proof of their ownership, the object must be returned to them.
44

 

The regulations for lost articles have been criticised by some jurists because they are insufficient and they are not 
helpful to the finder to assist him to find the prior owner. It seems that the best solution for such properties is that people are 
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obliged to deliver found articles to a public office and the owner of the articles can go there and take them back by 

identifying the objects and showing their title.
45

 In such a case, the property can be kept for a while and after the period of 

time it can be deemed with no owner and accordingly it can be accounted as a public property and sold with the receipts 

available for public use. There is a broad similarity with the effect of the Scottish rule quod nullius est fit domini regis. 

Therefore, a found object (Loghateh) is not basically a public property but it may be diverted to a public use in some 

circumstances. 

Public Property taken from usurpers (Ghaseb)
46

 

The last category that is considered as public property in principle 45 of the Iranian Constitution is the property that is taken 

from usurpers. This sentence offers a brief description of the concept and causes some ambiguities. 

Usurpation (ghasb) is an Islamic term47 and has a broad meaning. It generally includes all acts of encroachment, in bad 

faith, on the property or property rights of another. It involves taking property (moveable or immoveable) from another 

person and owning it without any legitimate reasons of possession or any legitimate means of control, and forcibly 

occupying the property of another in order to benefit from its profits without the consent of the property’s owner. The 

usurpation (ghasb) may be caused by criminal or civil acts depending on circumstances. For example, a usurper (ghaseb) 

may possess a plot of land by fraud (a criminal act). This act causes criminal liability for fraud as well as civil liability for 

usurpation (ghasb) of the land. Another example may be where a tenant continues his possession after the deadline for 

leaving his unit according to the leasing contract. Although the act of such a tenant is not criminal, it is usurpation (ghasb) 

of the unit to which he has no right and this act causes civil liability. Another example of usurpation (ghasb) by actions 

includes fencing someone else’s land, building a property on someone else’s land and so on. If those actions result in the 

domination/occupation on another property, they would be considered as usurpation (ghasb). 

However, there are varying Islamic views regarding the definition of usurpation (ghasb). For example, Hanafi’s 

view defines it as occurring when possession is taken from the rightful owner and usurpation comes into effect against the 

ownership rights instead of involving possession alone. The view also states that usurpation cannot occur in land cases and 

therefore may not cause civil liability in land cases.
48

 However, according to Shafi and Shia views, wrongful possession of 

someone else’s property (including land) constitutes usurpation (ghasb).
49

 

The Iranian legislator has considered the Shia view and has defined usurpation as follows: 
50

 

Usurpation is domination of another right by violence. Laying hands on another’s property without authorization is also 

considered usurpation. 

 

According to the above article, usurpation  (ghasb) could be  applied on any type of property (moveable or   immovable).  It 

also includes any type of unlawful act, including criminal or civil acts. 

The Civil Code has made reference to usurpation on land and states:
51

 

 

“If anyone buys land from one who has usurped it, the former is also responsible…” 

 

Also, if a trustee denies the property (moveable or immoveable) has been deposited or delivered to him or her, he 

or she would be deemed to be a usurper (ghaseb) from the date of denial.
52

 For example, if A borrows some books from B 

for three days, A is a type of trustee in a wide use of that term. A is obliged to give back those books to B after three days. If 

A denies that he has borrowed those books from B, he will be deemed a usurper from the date of denial. 

9.1. Usurpation in chains of people 

Ghasb or usurpation can occur in chains of people; that is, it may involve successors. For example, B usurps a property  

from A and then sells it to C. Here, C is responsible for giving the property back to B and B would be responsible for giving 

the property back to A. Indeed, the responsibility would be on someone in the chain.
53

 Therefore, owner A can claim for the 

property from either B or C.
54

 Usurpation (ghasb) in chain is similar to the doctrine of vitium reale in Scotland upon which 
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the stolen property belongs to the victim and it never passes to the thief or anyone to whom he sells it.
55

 However, 

usurpation (ghasb) is a more general term and it could apply to both immoveable and moveable properties.56 Vitium reale 

includes stolen properties, whereas ghasb or usurpation, includes (but is not limited to) theft, encroachment and misuse of a 

land.
57

 

Property that is confiscated from a usurper (ghaseb) may belong to private claimants or the public. The Iranian 

Civil Code has provided some provisions regarding usurpation (ghasb) on which the aggrieved party can claim for his or her 

right. However, if there is no aggrieved party available, then the court has a duty to examine the case and it may be 

considered as public property. 

There have been cases where the issue of ghasb has been  the subject of controversy between private individuals 
and the government. In one case, the government confiscated a property according to a decree from a Revolutionary 

Court,
58

 and then sold the property to a third party. However, after a period of time, the initial owner claimed ownership of 

the confiscated property and appealed the decision of confiscation through the civil courts. The appeal resulted in 

cancellation of confiscation and the government was forced to return the sold property. This case led to a decision of the 

General Board of Supreme Court
59

 that the examination of such cases is within the competence of civil courts. However, 

after about 10 months, the General Board of Supreme Court issued another decree
60

 that held that the examination of such 

cases is only within the competence of the Revolutionary courts. This latter decree could be criticized since the issue of 

proving ownership is a complicated civil process, and Revolutionary courts are criminal courts. In addition, it is worth 

noting that no mechanism is anticipated for compensation for the cases where ghasb has occurred in chain of people. 

Public property under ghasb 

According to the principle 45 of the Iranian Constitution public property recovered from usurpers, shall be at the  

disposal of the Islamic State to utilize in accordance with the public interest. Indeed, there are many public properties 

which may be usurped. For example, excavation and trafficking of antiquities has become very big business but it can be 

considered as usurpation of public property. Also, many lands located in the seaside up to the farthest distance that waves 

can reach in winter in addition to sand and gravel beaches... as well as those saline lakes adjoining the sea are such public 

properties which are usually at the risk of illegal adverse possession61 and usurpation. When such public properties are 

covered from usurpers they would become at the disposal of Islamic State. 

There are some laws enacted to prevent possession and incursion of public properties. Some of such laws are as 

follows: 

1- The law of punishment for any disconnect and destruction of tools of electricity and telecommunication 1959 

2- The law of water upon which there is necessary to get permission for  digging water wells in every land.62 Also, 

everyone who makes changes in the water distribution tools or disrupt the distribution of water may be sentenced to 2 
month until 6 month imprisonment63 and if someone deliberately destroys the installations of any dam may be sentenced to 

3 till 15 years imprisonment.64 

There is also the law of Fair Distribution of water 1982 according which the punishment for making changes in the 

water distribution tools or disrupt the distribution of water was decreased to only 15 days till 3 month imprisonment.65 

The article is worth of criticize. While 70 percent of the earth is covered by water, it is still considered a precious 

resource because only a very small amount is fresh water and smaller amount is safe for human use. The water shortages 

and droughts are already common in most parts of Iran and lack of having enough water, or having poor quality water, is an 

issue facing approximately most Iran’s population. However, despite that the protection of water source is vital, the said 

water laws are insufficient to cover such protection and the punishment for destruction distribution tools or disrupt the 

distribution of water cannot be enough deterrent of such offences. 
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3- The law of off shore lands and built offshore lands 1975. Offshore lands have been coastal for a long period of 

time and built offshore lands are newly made by the tide of the seas or lakes.66 According to this law any private possession 

and ownership on such lands is forbidden.67 If someone privately occupies and possess such lands, he/she will be 

punishable up to 3 years imprisonment.68 

4- The law of Taazirat69 upon which everyone who destroys monuments or religious places can be punished to 1 

till 10 years imprisonment.70 

This article in the law is worth of criticize. Although the rationale behind the article is protection of public property 
prolonged length of punishment, i.e. 1-10 years imprisonment, may harm to criminal justice. Because one can imagine two 

culprits with the same offence of destroying who are sentenced in different cities or in two branches of criminal courts. One 
of them may be sentenced to 1 year imprisonment and the other may be sentenced to 10 years imprisonment. 

So, there are many laws, in the Iranian legal system, which have been enacted in order to protect public property in 

the Iranian legal system but they need to assessed and revised according to the new circumstances. 

Conclusion. The main and first contribution of this paper is to reveal legal challenges of principle 45 of the 

Iranian Constitution which is related to public property. This may lead the legislator to the theory that can better explain 

some Islamic concepts in the principle 45 and better performance of those concepts. Some distinctions exist between 

Islamic rules and common rules which need more attention. 

The second purpose of this paper is to highlight specific performance of the principle 45 according to the Islamic law and 

Iranian Civil Code while suggesting amendments to some laws. 
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